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K: knit

P: purl

RS: right side

WS: wrong side

Rnd/rnd: round

rpt: repeat

st(s): stitch(es)

St.St: Stocking (Stockinette) Stitch

M1: pick up the horizontal loop between sts, 
place it onto the left needle then knit into the 
back of it

k2tog: knit next 2 sts together

ssk: slip next 2 sts knitwise then knit the together

Pattern Support
I'm afraid I'm unable to offer pattern support via 
email for my free patterns. Should you have any 
questions regarding this pattern please visit the 
Woolly Wormhead group on Ravelry:
http://www.ravelry.com/groups/woolly-wormheads-hats

Notes
This pattern is designed to use up stash oddments. 
To obtain gauge, knit a strand of DK & 4ply together, 
or use any Aran or worsted weight yarn on it's own.

Pixie version
Cast on 6sts
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: Knit into the front & back of each st  [12 
sts]
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K1; rpt from * to end  [18 sts]
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K2; rpt from * to end  [24 sts]
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K3; rpt from * to end  [30 sts]
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K4; rpt from * to end  [36 sts]
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K5; rpt from * to end  [42 sts]
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K6; rpt from * to end  [48 sts]
Next rnd: knit all sts

Continue increasing in this fashion, increasing 6 sts 
every other round, until you have 84 [90, 96] sts

Regular version
Cast on 6sts
Next rnd: knit all sts
Next rnd: Knit into the front & back of each st  [12 
sts]
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K1; rpt from * to end  [18 sts]

(if you find on this row that picking up the loop for M1 
is difficult, then increase the extra stitch by knitting 
into both the front and the back of the first stitch of 
the repeat. Picking up the loop will be easier in later 
rounds)

Next rnd: *K1, M1, K2; rpt from * to end  [24 sts]
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K3; rpt from * to end  [30 sts]
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K4; rpt from * to end  [36 sts]
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K5; rpt from * to end  [42 sts]
Next rnd: *K1, M1, K6; rpt from * to end  [48 sts]

Continue increasing in this fashion, increasing 6 sts 
every round, until you have 84 [90, 96] sts

Body
Now work Stocking Stitch by knitting every round 
until work measures 4 [4.5, 5] inches/10 [11.5, 
12.75] cm from last increase round, ending at start 
of round.

Ear-Flaps
Next rnd: Cast off 12 [13, 14] sts, K 16 [17, 18] (1st 
ear-flap), cast off 28 [30, 32] sts, K16 [17, 18] (2nd 
ear-flap), cast off 12 [13, 14] sts.

Break yarn and fasten, then rejoin to 1st ear-flap.

Work 20 rows plain stockinette stitch for longer 
ear-flap version or 10 rows for short ear-flap 
version

Then work the following 2 rows until 2 [3, 2] sts 
remain then cast off.

Next row: Ssk, knit to last 2 sts, K2tog
Next row: Purl all sts

Rejoin yarn to right side of 2nd flap. Repeat to match 
1st ear-flap.

Using a crochet hook and leftover yarn, work 
Uk-dc/US-sc all the way round the edge. This is 
optional but does give a much neater finish. Use a 
contrast yarn or one of the colours you have 
already used – your choice

Finishing
Weave in all ends. A gentle wash and blocking is 
required to help the increase lines settle in and 
lay flat.

http://www.ravelry.com/groups/woolly-wormheads-hats




I know that not everyone can afford to pay for 
knitting patterns, and that’s a problem. Creating 
quality patterns and tutorials takes a lot of work, 
and a lot of resources. Apart from the hours I put 
in, there are editors, graphic designers and more to 
be paid, not to mention web hosting and other 
costs. 

So it means a lot to me to be able to give you free 
content. It’s all thanks to the generous support of 
Patreon users who have pledged me a small 
amount each and every month. That helps to cover 
my costs and enables me to spend some of my 
precious time on creating free stuff like this, for 
you. Thank you, patrons! (click here to join)

By the way, I’ve also put a lot 
of work into ensuring you get 
all the support you need to 
make your Hat a success.

There’s a full tutorial library 
on my website (click here), 
and dedicated help threads 
for each of my patterns in my 
Ravelry group (click here). The 
moderators are great at 
providing support and 
encouragement, and you’ll 
find a warm welcome from 
the whole group.

Thanks to my Patreon supporters for bringing you this freebie!

https://www.patreon.com/woollywormhead
https://www.patreon.com/woollywormhead
http://www.woollywormhead.com/knitting-crochet
https://www.ravelry.com/discuss/woolly-wormheads-hats/3717223/1-25

